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AGe-ReLAteD CHAnGes In CoRtICAL tHICKness 
oF HUMAn ARCHICeReBeLLUM

a B s t r a C t  — Age-related changes in the thickness of 
the human cerebellar cortex in periods of growth and 
human development have not been studied enough. The 
article is devoted to the study of cortical thickness in the 
flocculonodular lobe of the cerebellum (115 cerebellums) 
received from human corpses of both sexes, aged from birth 
to 20 years. The material was grouped in annual intervals. 
Measurement of the cortical thickness was performed at the 
apex of the cerebellar folium on virtual images of sagittal 
paraffin sections, 10-μm-thick, Nissl-stained. For indicators 
of cortical thickness in different age groups the mean, the 
standard error and the confidence interval were calculated. 
The results have shown that the main increase in the cortical 
thickness in human archicebelellum is observed from 
birth to 3 years of age. The increase in cortical thickness 
in the nodule and in the right flocculus is also observed 
by age 7–8 years, in the left flocculus — by age 15 years. 
Lateral asymmetry of cortical thickness in the right and left 
flocculus is registered in the intervals from birth to 3 years 
and from 9 to 11 years of age.

K E Y w o r d s  — flocculus, nodule, cerebellar cortical 
thickness, age-related changes.

I n t R o D U C t I o n
It is known that the cerebellum plays an impor-

tant role in the hierarchical multi-level motor system 
and in several regulatory non-motor systems [1]. All 
areas of the cerebral cortex send information to the 
cerebellum; it also receives signals from all sensory 
systems. The cerebellum plays the role of a central dis-
patcher affecting brainstem motor centers and provid-
ing motor coordination. A special role in these proc-
esses belongs to vestibulocerebellum (flocculonodular 
lobe, or archicerebellum). This vestibular control is of 
great importance for maintaining dynamic stability 
and motor adaptation to environmental conditions 
[2]. The projection fibers from the phylogenetically 
old parts of the inferior olivary complex (medial part 
of the principal and accessory olivary nuclei) and 
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pontine nuclei are distributed within the vestibu-
locerebellum providing mediated connections of the 
cerebral cortex, red nucleus, tegmentum of midbrain, 
globus pallidus and other brainstem and diencephalic 
structures with the cortex of flocculonodular lobe. The 
direct efferent projections in turn are directed from 
the cortex of the flocculonodular lobe to the vestibular 
nuclei, exerting a direct inhibitory effect, in particular, 
on the neurons of Deiters’ nucleus which is of great 
importance for the motor regulation involving spinal 
motor centers [3, 4, 5]. Such character of direct and 
mediated connections of the cerebellar nodule and 
flocculi indicates a significant role of the cortex of 
vestibulocerebellum as an integrative cortical center 
in formation of not only basic motor functions and 
postural control but also visual perceptual functions, 
spatial and self-orientaion perception [6, 7, 8]. Motor 
control mechanisms and organization of motion 
itself with participation of the vestibulocerebellum 
are formed gradually in the process of child develop-
ment. As was shown earlier, the cortical thickness is 
an integral indicator of the structural changes of the 
cerebellar cortex in different periods of growth and 
human development [9]. The purpose of this study was 
to study changes in the cortical thickness in the floc-
culonodular lobe of the human cerebellum in different 
periods of growth and human development.

M A t e R I A L s  A n D  M e t H o D s
115 cerebellums of people of both sexes, aged 

from birth to 20 years, who died from injuries not 
associated with brain damage, were studied. Collect-
ing of the corpse material was approved by Ethics 
committee of the Institute of Age-related Physiol-
ogy of the Russian Academy of Education (Protocol 
No. 3; 23/05/1996) and was carried out in the forensic 
morgues of Moscow and the Moscow Region. The 
material was grouped according to annual intervals. 
Pieces of the cerebellar cortex for histological exami-
nation were taken in the area of the nodule, the right 
and the left flocculus, fixed in 10% neutral formalin, 
dehydrated in alcohols of increasing concentration and 
embedded in paraffin blocks. The cortical thickness 
at the apex of the cerebellar folium was measured on 
sagittal sections, 10-μm-thick, Nissl-stained (with 
cresyl violet), by computer morphometry using 
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BIOSCAN-AT and Image Tools programs (NICH, 
USA). The sample size for each slice was at least 10, for 
each preparation — at least 40, for each age — at least 
160 measurements. For indicators of cortical thickness 
in different age groups, the mean, the standard error 
and the confidence interval [10] were calculated with a 
significance level of P = 95% (p <0.05).

R e s U L t s
In newborns the cortical thickness in the 

nodule area is 505.0±22.2 µm, in the right floc-
culus — 495.5±28.9 µm, in the left flocculus — 
403.83±17.0 µm. Thus by the time of birth, this indica-
tor in the right flocculus and the nodule is 1.2–1.3 
times greater than in the left flocculus. By the end of 
the first year of life, the cortical thickness in the nodule 
increases by 1.3–1.4 times; at age 3 years — by 1.7 
times, at 7–8 years — by 1.9–2.1 times, compared to 
newborns. The highest values are observed in the nod-
ule of children at the age of 8–11 years whose cortical 
thickness mean is from 924.4±38.2 to 965.2±41.6 μm. 
However, by the age of 12–13 years, a tendency 
towards a decrease in cortical thickness is observed in 
the nodule, and by the age of 14, a significant decrease 
in this indicator is observed. The cortical thickness 
in the nodule of teenagers at the age of 14 and 15 is 
830.7±29.9 and 848.4±34.4 μm, respectively. In adoles-
cents after 15 years of age, the cortical thickness mean 
in the nodule does not change, and by the age of 20, it 
is 820.8±54.3 μm (Fig. 1). 

The cortical thickness in the right flocculus 
increases from birth to 12 months by 1.2 times, at 2 
years — by 1.4 times, at 3 years — by 1.6 times, and 
at 7 years — by 1.9 times, compared to newborns. In 
children of age 9–11 years, the greatest rates of cortical 
thickness in the right flocculus are observed, the means 
are from 914.8±28.9 to 960.6±38.4 μm. By the age 
of 12, in the right flocculus, as well as in the nodule, 
there is a tendency towards a decrease in the corti-
cal thickness, and by the age of 13 years, a significant 
decrease in this indicator is revealed. By the age 13 
and 14, the cortical thickness in the right flocculus is 
817.5±43.1 and 821.2±50.2 μm, respectively. By the 
age of 15, the cortical thickness in the right flocculus 
is 894.6±32.8 μm; it grows, compared to 13 years. 
After age of 15 years, the cortical thickness in the right 
flocculus stabilizes and by the age of 20 its mean is 
875.8±33.2 μm (Fig. 2).

The cortical thickness in the left flocculus from 
birth to 12 months increases by 1.6 times, at the age 
of 2 years — by 1.9 times, at 6–7 years — by 2.1 times, 
compared to newborns. Thus the cortical thickness in 
the left flocculus from birth to 6 years grows more in-
tensely than in the right flocculus. The cortical thick-

ness in the left flocculus up to 3 years of age remains 
1.1 times greater than in the right flocculus. Only 
by the age of 4 years the differences between them 
disappear due to increase in the cortical thickness in 
the right flocculus. By the age of 6 years, the cortical 
thickness in the left flocculus is 855.6±29.7 μm, and 
in the right flocculus — 854.3±39.8 μm. At the age 
of 7–8 years, the cortical thickness in the left floc-
culus remains stable, from 9 to 11 years it shows a 
clear tendency to decrease. At the age interval from 9 
to 11 years, the cortical thickness in the left flocculus 
becomes 1.1–1.2 times thinner than in the right floc-
culus. By the age of 12–14 years the differences in the 
cortical thickness in the left and the right flocculus are 
gradually smoothed out. By the age of 15, the cortical 
thickness in the left flocculus is 896.44±41.4 μm, in the 
right flocculus — 894.56±34.6 μm. After 15 years of 
age, the cortical thickness in the left flocculus, as well 
as in the right, stabilizes, and by the age of 20 its mean 
is 880.5±24.3 μm (Fig. 3).

D I s C U s s I o n
Each of the analyzed archicerebellar cortical 

zones, despite their phylogenetic homogeneity, is 
characterized by a peculiarity of the timing of changes 
in the cortical thickness. The peculiarities of the 
age-related changes in the cortex at the apex of the cer-
ebellar folium in the region of arhicerebellum are well 
illustrated by polynomial curves with a high degree of 
confidence of the approximation (Fig. 1–3). 

The obtained data allow identifying a number of 
gradual stages of age-related changes in the cerebel-
lar cortical thickness in all investigated cortical loci: 
I — synchronous growth of the cortical thickness 
from birth to 3 years; II — heterochronic and hetero-
dynamic growth from 4 to 9–11 years; III — asyn-
chronous specialized changes in the cortical thickness 
from 12 to 14–15 years; IV — stabilization of cortical 
thickness after 15 years. It is interesting to compare the 
revealed periods of age-related changes with the data 
on coordination abilities, parameters of which, closely 
related to vestibular regulation, are most intensively 
formed in children and adolescents at the age from 8 
to 15 years [11, 12]. This is also evidenced by data on 
improvement of postural regulation in children and 
adolescents with age, as well as by data on the strength-
ening of the cerebellum role in adolescents, compared 
to children, in recognizing vestibular signals with head 
movements during orientation in space [13, 14, 15].

C o n C L U s I o n
In the vestibulocerebellum high growth pace of 

the cortical diameter in thickness is observed in the 
period from birth to 3 years of age, as well as by the 
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Fig. 1.  Changes in the cortical thickness in the human cerebellar nodule 
from birth to 20 years of age

age of 7–8 years – in the nodule and the right floc-
culus, and by the age of 15 years – in the left flocculus. 
From birth to 3 years and from 9 to 11 years, there is a 
lateral asymmetry in the cortical thickness in the right 
and the left flocculi. After 15 years of age, the corti-
cal thickness in the cerebellar flocculonodular lobe 
does not change on average but varies individually. 
The findings indicate the heterochronic maturation 
of hierarchically distributed multimodal integrative 
neural networks of the brain, involved in the motor 
regulation, in which the flocculi and the nodule are 
specifically included.

This publication was prepared with the support of 
the "Program of the University of People's Friendship 
University of 5-100" in the framework of the initiative 
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